Merit Timeline rearranged by person, institution, event, and thing (1963-2006) 
last rev.  last revised 10 am 3 Nov. 2006

Individuals [presently 49; I could make this list longer]

Eric Aupperle 
- (1968) hired as a senior engineer and begins search for hardware with which to connect computers.
- (1974) becomes second director of MERIT.
- (2001) retires as President after 27 years.
- (2003) named Alumni Medal Recipient by Alumni Society of UM's Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.

Paul Bosco
- (1987) manager of the team at IBM responsible for building routing systems, adapters, and technologies for the NSFNET backbone service.

Larry Bouman
- (1987) MCI's Senior Vice-President for Network Operations, and contributor to NSFNET.

Hans-Werner Braun 
- (1983) leads effort which connects Merit’s network with ARPANET, implementing the TCP/IP protocol suite within the infrastructure of PCPs and SCPs.

Al Cocanower
- (1969-71) heads the team which does the software design for the communications computers built by Applied Dynamics (CCOS, communications computer operating system)

Sue Coleman
- (1973) hired as the network’s first technical support consultant.

Dale Johnson
- (1988) manages Network Operations Center staffed 24/7 at UM Computer Center Building.

Jack Drescher
- (1988-89) Initial on-site Project Manager for IBM at Merit for the NSFNET project.

Gavin Eadie
- (1979-80) develops first email exchange program for sending email directly among host sites as part of the The "Mailnet" project with MIT and a few other universities.

Harry Eick
- (1969) appointed associate director of Merit for MSU applications.

John Engler, Governor of Michigan, 1990-2002(?)
- (2002)  announces plan for the Michigan Information Technology Center (MITC), the new home of Merit and lnternet2.

Stanford Ericksen, University of Michigan Professor of Psychology
- (1964) asked by Heyns to write a brief proposal for a statewide learning center.
- (1964) asks Zinn to add a paragraph on technology.
- (1965) with Zinn sets up Inter-University Committee on Instructional Use of Computers (IUCIUC).
- (1966) UM representative to MICIS (as Director of the Center for Research on Learning and Teaching at UM).

Wayne Fischer
- (1969) on the team which did the software design for the communications computers built by Applied Dynamics (CCOS, communications computer operating system)

Harvey Fraser
- (1989) on-site Project Manager for IBM at Merit for the NSFNET project.

Elise Gerich
- (1988) member of the original Merit team for NSFNET.
- (1990?) Associate Director for National Networking.
- (1994) Manager of Internet Engineering Group.

Bertram Herzog
- (1968) hired to coordinate grant proposals when associate director of ConComp.
- (1968) named first director of MERIT, and shares office space with ConComp at 611 Church Street.
- (1974) Herzog returns to teaching. 

Roger Heyns, University of Michigan Vice President 
- (1964) inspired by innovative ideas in State report on higher education, asks Ericksen to write a brief proposal for a statewide learning center.

Ellen Hoffman
- (1988) member of the original Merit team for NSFNET.
- (1991-93) manages Merit's Network Information Services group.

Walter Hoffman
- (1966) WSU representative to MICIS (as Director of the WSU Computing Center).
- (1967) with Zinn and Kateley makes visit to NSF to talk with Melmed.

Robert E. Hubbard
- (1968) with Zinn and Kateley rewrites the proposal to NSF
- (1966-76) WSU's initial Merit Board member (as Executive Director of Educational Services at WSU)

Robert Husak
- (1975?) with others, implements PCP hardware; implements direct terminal support

Julian Kateley
- (1966) MSU representative to MICIS (as Associate Director of the MSU Computer Lab).
- (1967) with Zinn and Hoffman makes visit to NSF to talk with Melmed.
- (1969) appointed associate director of Merit for MSU applications.

Jamie Kenworthy
- (1987-88) at state Department of Commerce working on the Michigan Strategic Fund and arranged support of the proposal for NSFNET in a significant way which helped obtain the funding from NSF.

Mark Knopper
- (1980) with Allan Rubens does much of the work on Merit's IP implementation.
- (1991) succeeds Hans-Werner Braun as Manager of the Internet Engineering Group at Merit.

Gregg Marks
- (1987) leads the proposal development team for NSFNET.
- (1994) sets up and manages K-12 MichNet.

Bob Mazza
- (1987) leads the IBM component of the NSFNET project.

Michael R. McPherson 
- (2004) named Merit’s Interim President and CEO.

Arthur Melmed, program manager at the National Science Foundation
- (1967) discourages support for collaboration on learning materials and encourages development of the part of the proposal on interconnection of different computers (IBM, CDC, Burroughs).
- (1969) moves proposal through to official award, and remains primary contact during initial development of the network.

James Miller, Director of the University of Michigan's Mental Health  Research Institute
- (1965?) founder of Educom.
- (1966) member of original MICIS group.
- (1966) with Smith meets with Romney to seek network funding.

Milton E. Muelder, VP at MSU 
- (1966) member of the original MICIS group.

Bill Norton
- (1996) leader of Internet Engineering Group
- NANOG coordinator

Jeff Ogden
- (1990) leader of Michigan-based networking activities (MichNet)
- (1998?) manager of high speed operations

Charles Overberger, VP Research at U of M
- (1974) replaces Smith as UM representative on Merit Board.

Robert Parnes
- (1975) with Zinn, develops computer conferencing system at CRLT which becomes a major tool for Merit staff and users, as well as an application for users.

John W. Porter, assistant to Romney and later Superintendent of Public Instruction
- (1966) writes to Smith that Romney was seeking $565,000 as a line item for a new network project.
- (1966-68) sat in on MICIS meetings, providing state perspective.

Brian Reed
- (1969) on the team which does the software design for the communications computers built by Applied Dynamics (CCOS, communications computer operating system)

George Romney, Michigan Governor 
- (1963) charges blue ribbon committee to report on higher education.
- (1966) meets with with Smith and Miller who are seeking network funding.

Allan Rubins
- (1975?) with others, implements direct terminal support
-  X.25 implementation

Alan F. Smith, VP for Academic Affairs at U of M (later Acting President)
- (1966-74) chairs MICIS.
- (1966-74) organizes Merit as a non-profit organization, UM's initial representative on the Merit Board, and elected president.
- (1969) negotiates with the State for the release of $400,000 allocated during previous years.
- (1972) secures third $200,000 from the State for Merit operating costs.

Stanley Stynes
- (1976) replaces Hubbard as WSU representative on Merit Board 

Douglas Van Houweling, Vice Provost for IT at UM, now president of Internet 2
- (1984) UM's representative on Merit Board of Directors, and chairman. 
- (1987-88) facilitated Merit's proposal for NSFNET.
- (1987-88) working with Kenworthy at state Department of Commerce, obtained significant funding for NSFNET from the Michigan Strategic Fund.

Lawrence Von Tersh
- (1974) replaces Muelder as MSU representative on the Merit Board

Al Weis
- (1987) IBM representative in planning and executing NSFNET.
- (1990) President, Advanced Network & Services.

Donald J. Welch 
- (2006) named President and CEO of Merit Network, Inc.

Christine Wendt 
- (1975) succeeds Coleman as technical support consultant, and introduces use of CONFER for support of users.
- (1976) writes first manual for HERMES (user interface software).

Frank Westervelt 
- (1966) UM representative to MICIS, as Associate Director of UM Computing Center .
- (1964-68) Principal Investigator of ConComp project. 
- (1968-71) Directs ComComp staff that built UM's data concentrator. 
- (1972) director of computing at WSU

Walter Wiebe
- (1987-88) the IBM Academic Information Systems networking senior manager responsible for the NSFNET program, including hardware, software, network engineering, and field support.
  
Hunt Williams
- (2001) becomes Merit’s new President.

Seymour Wolfson, Math Professor at WSU
- (1969) appointed associate director of Merit for WSU applications.

Karl Zinn, U of M Research Scientist at CRLT
- (1963) attends summer institute on technology in education at Stanford University, writing plan for technology supporting community of students, teachers, authors, and researchers.
- (1964) adds paragraph on technology to a brief proposal for a statewide learning center, and later writes full proposal for collaboration on instructional use of computers in the state aided by electronic connections.
- (1965) with Ericksen sets up Inter-University Committee on Instructional Use of Computers (IUCIUC) and drafts proposal for consideration by members of the IUCIUC.
- (1966) attends the Educom Summer Study of Information Networks and works with JCR Licklider and others on plans for a network in Michigan which would be linked to a national network.
- (1967) with MICIS members writes proposal to NSF for network collaboration among authors of computer-based instructional materials in the state; then goes to Frank Westervelt at the UM ConComp Project (Conversational use of Computers) for assistance with the rewrite of the proposal to meet Melmed's request for research on network technology.
- (1968) obtains NSF grant for sharing programming languages among universities in the state.
- (1969) appointed associate director of Merit for UM applications and obtains DOE grant for study of collaborative development of instructional use of computers.
- (1971) obtains EEF grant for extending host computer applications to colleges in the state.
- (1981)  surveys instructional computing at the host institutions, with attention to collaboration, and reaffirms original purpose of the network as proposed to the state 17 years before.


Institutions and organizations [presently 15.  Karl could fill out descriptions and add more dates; also on rereading some of the history articles Karl could add more organizations; otherwise this short list might better be combined with "things"]

Applied Dynamics Division of Reliance Electric in Saline, Michigan
- (1970) builds the first communications computer systems.

State of Michigan
- (1963) Governor George Romney charges blue ribbon committee to report on higher education.
- (1964) Legislators receive abbreviated proposal for a statewide learning center.
- (1965) Legislators invite a full proposal on just the technology part, remarking about making a contribution to the state’s educational and economic development.
- (1967) State approves $200,000 of what is requested, but subject to matching funds from another source.
- (1968) State commits additional $200,000 for computer network, restating requirement for matching funds.
- (1969) Legislature releases funding of $400,000, matching that from NSF.
- (1972) Legislature grants MERIT additional $200,000.

Inter-University Committee on Instructional Use of Computers (IUCIUC)
- (1965) set up by Ericksen and Zinn, with representation from most universities in the State.
- (1966) discusses variety of resources and means for instructional computing.
- (1967) with the University of Michigan submits proposal to the state.
- (1968) replaced by MICIS.

lnternet2
- (1996)  a collaborative effort of 34 research universities to build the next generation Internet 100 times faster than network speeds of the day.
- (2000) Merit provides K-12 schools and other educational organizations access to lnternet2.

Lambda rail
- (2003) Merit announces new regional fiber rings and participates in planning Michigan Lambda Rail (MiLR).

Michigan Department of State
- (2000) Merit provides Internet connectivity for MDS services through customer service kiosks in shopping malls.

Michigan Public Service Commission 
- (1996) approves funding for SupportNet, Merit’s training and help desk.

Michigan Teacher Network
- (2002) Digital video collection, aligned to curriculum standards in MTN, established as part of the National Science Digital Library.

Michigan’s Teacher Technology (laptop) initiative
- (2000) Merit provides dial-in service through all hardware vendors participating.

MichNet 
-  (1992) connects Michigan Bell Packet Switching Network in the Upper Peninsula.
- (1994) K-12 outreach program creates six regional K-12 groups, called Hubs, which allow users to connect using dial-in service.
- (1996)  92% of Michigan residents now have Internet access with a local phone call to one of MichNet's 131 shared dial-in sites.
- (1999) first MichNet annual meeting held at CMU in Mt. Pleasant.
- (2000) provides local call access to 98% of Michigan population.
- (2003) MichNet engineers adapt standard optical switch, splitting single wavelengths into two to reduce costs and double bandwidth capacity on metropolitan fiber rings.

MICIS, the Michigan Interuniversity Committee on Information Systems
- (1968) formed by the universities in the state as the informal IUCIUC is dissolved.
- (1967) submits proposal to NSF for network collaboration among authors of computer-based instructional materials in the state.
- (1968) submits proposal to NSD for interconnection of different computers (IBM, CDC, Burroughs) with applications to be funded separately, and establishes MERIT, Inc.

MERIT (Michigan Education, Research and Information Triad)
- (1968) is formed by the three largest universities in the State (MSU, UM, WSU).
- (1971) MERIT Advisory Committee is formed:  three university computing center directors, three MERIT Associate Directors, Aupperle and Herzog.
- (1998) Merit Advisory Council established to increase communication between affiliates and Merit Board.

MiCTA 
 - (1995) endorses Merit/MichNet as its Internet Service Provider.
- (1998) re-endorses Merit as Internet Service Provider for Michigan.
- (2000) endorses Merit for third time as MiCTA’s Internet Service Provider for Michigan.

National Science Foundation 
- (1968) receives proposal to support development of a prototype network linking computers from different vendors.
- (1969) grants $400,000 of the $1 million requested for the prototype network.
- (1987)  solicits proposals for NSFNET Backbone Network.
- (1992) funds MichNet backbone upgrade.

Ontario Research Innovation Optical Network (ORION) 
- (2003) signs agreement with Merit to interconnect across the border and collaborate on advanced technologies.
- (2006) with Merit interconnects high-speed optical research and education networks.

Events [presently 36.  Charlie might pin down what is an event and what just goes on the timeline, or is provided as part of the description of an organization]

July 8, 1971, test between the communication computers at UM and MSU.

October 26, 1971, test between communications computer and host computer.

November 16, 1971, test host-to-host communication.

December 14, 1971, First demo at 12:20 a.m. when a user displays graphics resulting from interaction between programs running separately on computers at WSU and UM.

May 15, 1971, dedication at MSU’s Kellogg Center. Thomas Owen, NSF, calls MERIT “... an outstanding achievement in developing an integrated linkage of computer centers and, as such, a prototype of future networks.”

1972, Regular network service between UM and WSU most afternoons.

October 2, 1972, test the MSU node and demo MERIT at the EDUCOM conference in Ann Arbor.  Herzog, Aupperle and Zinn give presentations.

May 15, 1973, dedication at MSU’s Kellogg Center. Thomas Owen, NSF, calls MERIT “... an outstanding achievement in developing an integrated linkage of computer centers and, as such, a prototype of future networks.”

1976, Use of CONFER supports and encourages applications of the network.  CONFER is one of the first computer-based conferencing systems, and was developed at CRLT where the first network proposal was written in 1964.

1976, Merit interconnects with Telenet, providing dial-in access from major cities in North America and, eventually, across the world.

1977, CONFER is used via the network to plan a conference of the International Society for Technology Assessment, and to follow up the onsite discussions in the months following the conference in Ann Arbor.

1978, MERIT interconnects with Telenet by which users dial in from locations around the United States.

1978, Western Michigan University (WMU) joins MERIT, expanding the network beyond the triad of the three charter universities.

1978, Merit’s network becomes the first to support both a connection-based protocol suite (X.25) and the connectionless TCP/IP suite.

1979, Western Michigan University becomes the fourth member.

1980, Merit implements X.25 protocol support for connections to Telenet and other X.25 networks and hosts.

1982, The first Secondary Communications Processor (SCP) is built.

1983, Secondary Communication Processor installed at the Michigan Union to create UMnet.

1983, Eight Primary Communication Processor’s and 35 Secondary Communication Processors serve eight host computers on Merit’s four Member university campuses.

1983, Network Operations Center established to monitor network performance, deal with outages, load software updates, and report performance statistics.

1984, Merit introduces outbound service to Telenet and Autonet, interconnecting with other networks.

1987, Merit wins the National Science Foundation contract for NSFNET, and award is announced at a press conference attended by Michigan’s governor and other dignitaries.

1990, Merit renamed Merit Network, Inc. MichNet created to refer to Merit’s statewide network.

1995, Merit makes toll-free 800 service available to K-12 schools, public libraries, and community colleges.

1996, More than 92% of Michigan residents now have Internet access with a local phone call to one of MichNet's 131 shared dial-in sites.

1997, Merit receives funding for very high speed Backbone Network Service (vBNS), Multi-Threaded Routing Toolkit, and Internet Performance Management and Analysis Project.

1998, Merit Advisory Council established to increase communication between affiliates and Merit Board.

1999, Merit creates Center to Support Technology in Education to promote use of learning technologies in K-12 schools.

2000, MichNet named one of four “ISPs That Stand Out” in Network Magazine’s December profile of leading Internet Providers.

2000, Merit launches Internet Routing Registry.

2002, Gigabit Ethernet service provided to Michigan State University, University of Michigan, and Wayne State University.

2003, Ontario Research Innovation Optical Network (ORION) and Merit sign historic agreement to interconnect across the border and collaborate on advanced technologies.

2005, Merit launches new security services, including remote port scan, system verification, remote assessment and on-site audit.

2005, Merit quadruples current capacity (from 2.5 Gbps to 10 Gbps), while containing future costs and establishing Merit in the field of regional optical networking.

2006, lnternet2 members offered 100 gigabits per second, more than 10 times capacity of current lnternet2 backbone network.

2006, Merit launches MeritMail, offering secure mail services with spam and anti-virus protection for members and affiliates.


Things [presently 23.  Karl could find a list of members, when they joined, dates of occupancy in various buildings, etc.]

611 Church Street, site of Merit offices from 1968-1972, shared with the ConComp project.

Advanced Network and Services (ANS) is formed as non-profit organization to take over NSFNET backbone service, 1989.

Central Michigan University becomes the sixth Member, 1987.

Eastern Michigan University becomes the seventh Member, 1987.

EPA’s National Environmental Supercomputer Center served by T3 link from Ann Arbor to Bay City.

Ferris State University becomes the 13th member, 1998.

GateD Consortium acquired by Merit to continue developing modular routing software which is used to interconnect packet-switched networks worldwide, 1995.
 
HERMES is the name for the application supporting the user.  [messenger of Zeus and the Greek god of boundaries and travelers]

Institute of Science and Technology building, site of Merit offices from xxxx-xxxx.

Lake Superior State University becomes the 12th Member, 1997.

MeritMail, secure mail services with spam and anti-virus protection for members and affiliates, 2006.

Michigan Information Technology Center (MITC), site of Merit offices from 2005 to the present.

Michigan’s Teacher Technology (laptop) initiative.

Michigan Technology University becomes the eighth Member, 1988.

MichK12.org initiated by Merit as a service for teachers and other K-12 employees, 2003.

Network Operations Center staffed 24/7 at UM Computer Center Building, managed by 
 (1988), and serves MichNet, the Routing Arbiter, U of M, and CICNet (1994).

North University Building, site of Merit offices from 1972-xxxx, shared with the UM Computing Center.

NSFNET is 24 times faster and serves more sites than the initial supercomputer network; it grows more than 20% each month, 1987.
NSFNET shifts to higher speed (T3), 1991.

Oakland University becomes fifth(?) member of Merit Network (1985)

Primary Communications Processor (PCP) connects host computers on the Merit Network.

Project Connect equips five Southeastern Michigan schools with LANs and connects them to MichNet, 1992.

Secondary Communications Processor (SCP) connects users at individual workstations to the PCP as so to host computers on the Merit Network.

TCI begins providing Internet service over its cable system in East Lansing and Okemos. Michigan State University and MichNet provide connectivity, 1995.

----
part of time line for comparison

1970
Requests for hardware bids are sent to 13 manufacturers.

Unhappy with vendors’ responses, MERIT sets out to design and build special interfaces to the universities' computers.

1971
MERIT Advisory Committee is formed:  three university computing center directors, three MERIT Associate Directors, Aupperle and Herzog. [shall I put in names of directors and associate directors?]

MERIT moves offices into the North University Building, shared with the UM Computing Center.

1972
Agreements reached regarding charges to local customers and with other host computing centers, allowing for deficits to be accumulated to be settled later.

From July through September, there were a total of 1543 successful connections, transmitting over 16 million characters of data.

Lawrence Von Tersch (Michigan State University) and Charles Overberger (University of Michigan) join the Board.  [if we name these we should be naming others.]

HERMES is chosen as the name for the application supporting the user.  [messenger of Zeus and the Greek god of boundaries and travelers]

Work starts on providing the first dial-up connections to an inter-computer network.

1977
Uses of microcomputers as personal computers in education is planned in detail via CONFER and the network.

1978
MERIT develops new hardware interface for WMU and future expansion via the Primary Communications Processor (PCP).

Merit’s network becomes the first to support both a connection-based protocol suite (X.25) and the connectionless TCP/IP suite.

1984
Merit introduces outbound service to Telenet and Autonet, 

1985
Oakland University becomes fifth(?) member of Merit Network.

1986
Merit uses satellite link to connect University of Michigan to supercomputer centers in San Diego and Pittsburgh.

1987
Central Michigan University, Eastern Michigan University, and Michigan Technology University join as Members. 

Merit, IBM and MCI submit proposal which wins the NSFNET competition.

National Science Foundation announces the award at a press conference attended by Michigan’s governor and other dignitaries.

1988
NSFNET is 24 times faster and serves more sites than the initial supercomputer network; it grows more than 20% each month.

Network Operations Center staffed 24/7 at UM Computer Center Building, managed by Dale Johnson.

1989

1990
Merit renamed Merit Network, Inc. MichNet created to refer to Merit’s statewide network.

The non-profit Advanced Network and Services (ANS) formed and takes over NSFNET backbone service.

1991
NSFNET network shifts to higher speed (T3).

MichNet expands to 22 Affiliates.

1992
Project Connect equips five Southeastern Michigan schools with LANs and connects them to MichNet.

NSF funds MichNet backbone upgrade.

MichNet connects Michigan Bell Packet Switching Network in the Upper Peninsula.

1993
Merit expands to ten Members and 55 affiliates, with 94 MichNet attachments at 76 locations.

Data service to Michigan Technological University upgraded to T1.

Merit launches new service for online information delivery, with The Chronicle of Higher Education as its first customer.

1994
All Michigan public universities are now served by MichNet.

Merit now has 11 members and 132 affiliates, with 189 MichNet attachments at 122 locations.

New K-12 outreach program creates six regional K-12 groups, called Hubs, which allows users to connect with MichNet dial-in service.

Network Operations Center now serves MichNet, the Routing Arbiter, U of M, and CICNet.

1995
Merit now has 191 Affiliates, with 273 MichNet attachments at 162 locations.

Merit acquires the GateD Consortium from Cornell University, assuming responsibility for developing the popular “GateDaemon” modular routing software, which is used to interconnect packet-switched networks worldwide.

Merit makes toll-free 800 service available to K-12 schools, public libraries, and community colleges.

TCI begins providing Internet service over its cable system in East Lansing and Okemos. Michigan State University and MichNet provide connectivity.

T3 link between Bay City and Ann Arbor added to serve the U.S. EPA’s National Environmental Supercomputer Center.

1996
Merit now has 11 members and 405 affiliates, with 289 MichNet attachments at 213 locations.

MichNet now has 131 shared dial-in sites; more than 92% of Michigan residents have Internet access with a local phone call.

Michigan Public Service Commission approves funding for SupportNet, Merit’s training and help desk.

In October, 34 research universities announce “lnternet2,” a collaborative effort to build the next generation Internet 100 times faster than today’s network.
----
1997
Lake Superior State University becomes 12th Merit Member.

Merit introduces virtual Web hosting, server colocation, and internet server configuration.

Merit receives funding for very high speed Backbone Network Service (vBNS), Multi-Threaded Routing Toolkit, and Internet Performance Management and Analysis Project.

1998
Ferris State University becomes Merit’s 13th member; all public universities are now members.

Merit Advisory Council established to increase communication between affiliates and Merit Board.

1999
Merit has 13 members and 163 affiliates with 401 attachments from 353 separate locations.

Merit creates Center to Support Technology in Education to promote use of learning technologies in K-12 schools.

First MichNet annual meeting held at CMU in Mt. Pleasant.

2000
Merit has 13 members and 230 affiliates, with 422 attachments at 379 locations.

Merit provides dial-in service to all hardware vendors participating in Michigan’s Teacher Technology (laptop) initiative.

Merit provides Internet connectivity for Michigan Department of State services through customer service kiosks in shopping malls.

2000
Merit launches Internet Routing Registry.

Merit is selected for third time as MiCTA’s endorsed ISP for Michigan.

MichNet named one of four “ISPs That Stand Out” in Network Magazine’s December profile of leading Internet Providers.

Merit provides K-12 schools and other educational organizations access to lnternet2.

MichNet provides local call access to 98% of Michigan population.

2002
Governor Engler announces plan for the Michigan Information Technology Center (MITC), the new home of Merit and lnternet2.

Gigabit Ethernet service provided to Michigan State University, University of Michigan, and Wayne State University.

Digital video collection, aligned to curriculum standards in Michigan Teacher Network, established as part of the National Science Digital Library.

2003
Merit initiates MichK12.org service for teachers and other K-12 employees.

MichNet engineers adapt standard optical switch, splitting single wavelengths into two to reduce costs and double bandwidth capacity on metropolitan fiber rings.

Merit brings the total number of Michigan lnternet2 participants to 38.

The Ontario Research Innovation Optical Network (ORION) and Merit sign historic agreement to interconnect across the border and collaborate on advanced technologies.

Merit announces new regional fiber rings and participates in planning Michigan Lambda Rail (MiLR).

2005
Merit Network and lnternet2 move into new Michigan Information Technology Center (MITC).

In February, Merit launches new security services, including remote port scan, system verification, remote assessment and on-site audit.

Merit quadruples current capacity (from 2.5 Gbps to 10 Gbps), while containing future costs and establishing Merit in the field of regional optical networking.

2006
Merit and the Ontario Research and Innovation Optical Network (ORION) interconnect high-speed optical research and education networks.

lnternet2 members offered 100 gigabits per second, more than 10 times capacity of current lnternet2 backbone network.

Merit launches MeritMail, offering secure mail services with spam and anti-virus protection for members and affiliates.

